This document summarizes the results from a level 3 milestone study within the CASL VUQ effort. It demonstrates the application of "advanced UQ," in particular dimensionadaptive p-refinement for polynomial chaos and stochastic collocation. The study calculates statistics for several quantities of interest that are indicators for the formation of CRUD (Chalk River unidentified deposit), which can lead to CIPS (CRUD induced power shift).
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Background
Stochastic expansion methods are attractive methods for uncertainty quantification due to their fast convergence properties. For smooth functions (i.e., analytic, infinitely-differentiable) in L 2 (i.e., possessing finite variance), exponential convergence rates can be obtained under order refinement for integrated statistical quantities of interest such as mean, variance, and probability. Two stochastic expansion methods are of interest: nonintrusive polynomial chaos expansion (PCE), which computes coefficients for a known basis of multivariate orthogonal polynomials, and stochastic collocation (SC), which forms multivariate interpolation polynomials for known coefficients.
Within the DAKOTA project, recent research in stochastic expansion methods has focused on automated polynomial order refinement ("p-refinement") of expansions to support scalability to higher dimensional random input spaces [4, 3] . By preferentially refining only in the most important dimensions of the input space, the applicability of these methods can be extended from O(10 0 ) − O(10 1 ) random variables to O(10 2 ) and beyond, depending on the degree of anisotropy (i.e., the extent to which random input variables have differing degrees of influence on the statistical quantities of interest (QOIs)). Thus, the purpose of this study is to investigate the application of these adaptive stochastic expansion methods to the analysis of CRUD using the VIPRE simulation tools for two different plant models of differing random dimension, anisotropy, and smoothness.
Computational Experiments
The previous VIPRE CRUD study [2] demonstrated fast PCE convergence for the four variable "Plant A" problem, but results were less conclusive for the more challenging ten variable "Plant B" problem. Here we take a closer look at the convergence behavior for these two problems using a variety of algorithms from DAKOTA [1] . Starting with parameter studies, we explore the behavior of mass evaporation response metrics over the parameter ranges of the random variables. Next, we compare the performance of uncertainty quatification (UQ) methods, including Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) with uniform refinement and stochastic expansions (PCE or SC) with uniform or adaptive refinement. An important goal is to demonstrate the ability of the adaptive refinement strategies to detect anisotropy and preferentially refine in the most important stochastic dimensions, thereby improving scalability to higher dimensional UQ problems.
Plant A
Studies for Plant A include the effect of four random variables: pressure, temperature, flow, and power. Each of these is modeled using a truncated normal distribution [2] . Metrics involve the mass evaporation rate "m-dot-e" (abbreviated ME hereafter) over a set of spatial nodes, where nonzero mass evaporation at a node indicates localized boiling, an indicator for CRUD formation. Figure 1 shows the results of a centered parameter study, which provides a set of one-dimensional slices through each of the four response surfaces for each of the four variables. Its primary purpose is to assess the smoothness of the different response metrics, although it also provides a partial view of global sensitivity. The parameter ranges are centered at the mean values and extend to the truncated normal bounds. It is evident that that there is a spectrum of smoothness from ME mean and ME max (which appear very smooth) to ME nnz (which displays moderate noise) to ME meannz (which displays significant noise). It is also evident that there is mild anisotropy in the importance of the random variables and that global sensitivity over the input ranges provided can be ranked in descending order as temperature, pressure, flow, and power.
Parameter studies

Uncertainty quantification
There are several different options for defining the grids within the stochastic domain, including unstructured grids from random sampling or structured grids from tensor-product quadrature, cubature, or Smolyak sparse grids. In this study, we focus on LHS using unstructured grids, uniform refinement of PCE and SC using isotropic sparse grids, and adaptive refinement of PCE and SC using generalized sparse grids [5] . Table 1 shows results for uniform refinement for LHS, PCE, and SC. These results differ slightly from those in [2] due to modifications to VIPRE to increase the output precision of the mass evaporation rate to full double precision (since highly resolved stochastic expansions are extracting high-order modes, it is important for loss of precision to not induce or conceal these modes). Comparing, for example, σ for ME mean , it appears that four digits of accuracy (3.203) are achieved in fewer than 1000 evaluations for PCE and SC, but will require greater than 100000 LHS evaluations. Tables 2 and 3 shows results for adaptive refinement of ME mean and ME max , respectively, using PCE and SC on generalized sparse grids (GSG) [5] . Different rows correspond to different convergence tolerances within the adaptive procedure, applied to the change in the response variance for each algorithm iteration. In the latter ME max case, a convergence tolerance of 1.e-4 was not quite achievable due to the restricted range (levels 0 through 5 only) of nested Genz-Keister rules for transformed normals.
Since a "truth" reference solution is not readily available, we instead investigate relative convergence; in particular, the absolute value of the change in statistical QOI versus the total evaluations required for a particular level within the refinement study. The relative convergence of σ for ME mean and ME max is shown in Figure 2 for LHS and uniform and adaptive refinement of stochastic expansions. For these two smooth metrics, it is evident that the stochastic expansion approaches with global basis polynomials achieve a much higher rate of convergence than LHS, as expected. In addition, the adaptive refinement approaches outperform the uniform refinement despite the lack of strong anisotropy in the importance of the four random variables. 
Plant B
As compared to Plant A, Plant B introduces six "model form" random variables (AFCCoeff, HtdLen, LRCCoeff, DBCoeff, GHTCoeff, and ExpPBM), all uniformly distributed about a nominal value [2] . These augment the previous pressure, temperature, flow, and power random variables, which are again modeled as truncated normal distributions (although the distribution parameters differ in general for the different plant). Figure 3 shows the results of another centered parameter study, where the one-dimensional slices for the four response metrics are now shown for each of the ten variables. The parameter ranges are centered at the mean values and extend approximately to the truncated normal or uniform bounds. A spectrum of smoothness is again evident, ranging from ME mean and ME max (which appear relatively smooth) to ME nnz (which displays moderate noise) to ME meannz (which displays significant noise). Upon closer inspection of ME mean and ME max in Figure 4 , however, it is evident that these response functions now contain discontinuities with respect to some of the model form variables. The combination of higher random dimensionality and discontinuous response functions makes the uncertainty quantification much more challenging for stochastic expansion methods based on global polynomial basis functions. In terms of the relative importance of the different parameters, significant anisotropy is now present as the global sensitivity of several of the six model form parameters is much lower than that of the four operational parameters. Table 4 shows results for uniform refinement for unstructured or isotropic structured grids. As for Plant A, these results differ slightly from those in [2] due to modifications to VIPRE to increase the output precision of the mass evaporation rate. It is evident that convergence has been impeded by the discontinuities in the response surfaces shown previously in Figure 4 . Discontinuities are known to induce Gibbs oscillation in global polynomial approximations, which leads to slow convergence in integrated L 2 measures. Significant oscillation is evident in the convergence of mean and standard deviation for ME nnz , ME meannz , and ME max . Only ME mean apppears to be reasonably well behaved. Table 5 shows results for adaptive refinement of ME mean variance using PCE or SC on generalized sparse grids, where different rows correspond to refinement convergence tolerances in the range of 10 to 10 −4 . When erroneous oscillations are being induced due to discontinuities, one might conjecture that use of greedy adaptive algorithms (such as generalized sparse grids) could be counter-productive since selecting the refinement increments that induce the largest changes in the statistical QOI could be the ones that are most dominated by numerical instability or approximation error. However, it is evident that the generalized sparse grid procedure does reasonably well in capturing an accurate solution and does not fall victim to chasing errors.
Parameter studies
Uncertainty quantification
Similar to Figure 2 , Figure 5 shows relative convergence of σ for ME mean for LHS and uniform and adaptive refinement of stochastic expansions. It is evident that the relative convergence rate is more rapid for uniform refinement of PCE/SC than for LHS, and that the initial rate for adaptive refinement is more rapid than uniform refinement. However, the relative convergence trajectory for adaptive refinement becomes noisy as the convergence tolerance is tightened, indicating some sensitivity to the nonsmoothness in this problem. The most refined LHS and adaptive PCE/SC results agree that (µ, σ ) = (5.83, 7.69) when rounded to three digits. Thus, it appears that the adaptive PCE/SC results are more converged than the most resolved uniform refinement results (L4 in Table 4 ), where both sets are obtained for comparable expense. 
Observations
Deployment of advanced UQ methods to uncertainty quantification of CRUD has led to the following primary observations:
• Centered parameter studies uncovered important information related to smoothness of the four response metrics, anisotropy in random variable importance, and discontinuities with respect to model form parameters. This insight helped guide study selection and explain observed differences in algorithm performance.
• Stochastic expansion methods for UQ (PCE and SC) exploit smoothness when present to provide more rapid convergence than random sampling approaches (e.g., LHS). For smooth Plant A metrics, PCE and SC were clearly superior, and for Plant B, PCE and SC were still more efficient than LHS despite the impediment of approximating discontinuous functions with smooth global basis polynomials.
• Adaptive p-refinement has been shown to be more efficient than uniform p-refinement for smooth problems that exhibit anisotropy. However, some caution is warranted when applying adaptive p-refinement methods to problems that are nonsmooth. In particular, greedy adaptive algorithms that select increments that induce the greatest change in statistical QOIs cannot discern among increments that increase accuracy through resolution and increments that might induce greater oscillation or numerical error. In the current studies, some sensitivity of the adaptive algorithms to nonsmoothness was detected, although they were still the top performers for both smooth and nonsmooth cases.
• Adaptive h-refinement is expected to be an effective option for dealing with nonsmooth response variations such as the discontinuities observed with the model form parameters used with Plant B. Initial capabilities have been developed for dimension-adaptive h-refinement using local bases (linear value-based or cubic gradient-enhanced) within global sparse grids; however, enabling local refinement based on local error estimates is expected to extract the full potential from adaptive h-refinement formulations. These capabilities are currently under development.
In addition, the following details were observed:
• Sharp discontinuities (Figure 4 for Plant B) appear to be more problematic that small-scale noise (Figure 1(b,c) for Plant A and Figure 3 (b,c) for Plant B) in terms of their effect on PCE/SC convergence behavior (comparing noisy ME nnz and ME meannnz metrics in Table 1 versus Table 4 ). The smoothing of noise on top of global trends is an interesting topic for future study.
• For PCE and SC techniques based on sparse grids (that extract high order modes from evaluations at precise Gauss points), it is important to pay attention to the precision of the input pre-processing and output post-processing. LHS is less sensitive to this issue. Since VIPRE is a Fortran program that uses fixed formatting, increasing the input/output precision requires modifications to the VIPRE source code. While issues with output precision were addressed, similar issues with input precision (only 5 digits were allowed following the decimal) were not discovered until after the numerical studies were completed. Future studies should address this; it is expected that the convergence behavior for higher order grids could be further improved.
• For Plant B, comparing LHS and uniform refinement for ten input variables displays a cross-over where LHS initially appears better for low samples, but the faster convergence of stochastic expansions appears to result in greater accuracy for higher samples. This is as expected, as relative efficiency comparisons between these methods are dimension dependent.
Since the convergence rate of random sampling is slow but dimension independent and the convergence rate of stochastic expansions is fast but dimension dependent, this cross-over point will tend to shift to the right as dimension increases. A goal of adaptive refinement is to reduce this dependence on dimensionality by reducing the effective dimension through preferential refinement.
